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1. Investing in Tax

1

Firstly, the UK tax deficit of £46.9

billion has seen a concerted effort

made by HMRC to reduce debt

and move from a deficit to a

surplus through the introduction 

of more stringent controls. The

expectation is that the digitalisation

of tax and the introduction of

further tax standards will continue,

threatening to place businesses in a

reactive rather than proactive stance. 

Secondly, media awareness and

coverage relating to issues such as

tax evasion and transparency of

reporting is also growing in

intensity, with stories questioning

the reporting practices of

businesses and firms now surfacing

on a regular basis substantially

raising awareness among the

general public. Even where the

business has legitimately followed

reporting procedures, the public

backlash and implication of tax

avoidance can create real

reputational damage. 

With the regulators demanding

increased compliance, more

information more regularly, and

more frequent audits, the risks

associated with non-compliance

and/or media exposure are

escalating.

In real terms this translates into a

much greater pressure on the

business felt in the form of

increased complexity, larger

workloads and higher costs. 

Countering these effects will

require more accuracy, efficiency

and control, which can only come

from the tax function. It’s for this

reason that there’s a growing

appreciation of the contribution this

makes to the operational efficiency

of the business which is why we are

seeing the profile of the tax function

now on the rise. 

To transform the tax function

businesses need to explore how

they can best utilise and build on

the people, process and technology

required and to decide where to

allocate investment.  Deciding

HOW to increase resource

specifically, can itself pose a dilemma.

Should the tax team be built out to

enable the business to tackle more

in-house? Should businesses seek to

work more closely with external

tax advisors? Or should they

attempt to combine both

approaches and adopt a more

structured framework that divides

up responsibility based on value and

cost effectiveness? 
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The perception of the tax function is changing. While traditionally it has not been

seen as occupying a high profile role within the business, the tax function will be

critical going forward due to a number of drivers.

For the business now faced with

the prospect of investing in tax

there are three main target

operating models:  

1. In-house: build out the internal
tax function by investing in a tax
team with diverse skillsets and
automation technology.

2. Outsource: use firms to carry
out the bulk of work associated
with the computation and
submission process and to
advise the business on tax
planning.

3. Co-source: work with advisors
in a goal-oriented way to
achieve specific tasks with the
internal team performing
rudimentary internal tasks
while advisors provide auxiliary
support with technical
solutions, advice and
operational support.

By tackling the transformation of

the tax function, the business

stands to benefit from being able

to better manage the costs

associated with regulatory

compliance. Now and into the

future, it will be better able to

protect profits and to maintain its

competitive advantage. 
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2. Challenges for Tax Departments

Regulatory reform

Firstly, let’s take a look at
regulatory changes since 2016.The
UK Government is under pressure
to reduce debt with an economic
deficit of £46.9 billion and debt of
£1,720 billion recorded in 2017,
equivalent to 86.7 percent of
Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
At the same time, it is also seeking
to  increase public spending
without increasing taxes. The
solution is to ‘close the tax gap’ by
clawing back revenue previously
lost to erroneous computations,
under-reporting and tax evasion. 

Tighter regulations and more
effective enforcement are needed
to achieve this, leading to an
unprecedented period of tax
reform in the UK. New legislation
has seen changes such as the
requirement for large corporations
and partnerships to publish a tax
strategy online (September 2016)
and the digitalisation of tax
compliance beginning with MTD
for VAT in April 2019, with
Corporation Tax expected to
follow after 2020.

Further afield, international tax
reforms have seen the introduction
of new international legislation in
the form of Base Erosion and
Profit Shifting (BEPS) in July 2013,
Country-by-Country Reporting
(CbCR) in January 2016, and the
Foreign Account Tax Compliance
Act (FATCA) and the Common
Reporting Standard (CRS) in
December 2016; while electronic
data extraction for audits (e-
audits) are also gaining ground.
Adoption of the OECD’s Standard
Audit File for Tax (SAFT-T) has
been increasing, predominantly in
Europe, with similar systems being

rolled out in Germany, Sweden, the
Netherlands, and Brazil.This could
see e-auditing come to replace
VAT returns over time. 

The ramifications of these
regulatory changes are now
beginning to be felt. For example,
there has been increased scrutiny
of Transfer Pricing as jurisdictions
defend their tax bases following
BEPS measures, resulting in three
tiered documentation (master file,
local file and CbCR). The volume
of transactions and complexity
created by these varying
requirements across multiple
jurisdictions has also increased,
mainly due to variations in local
implementations of OECD
guidelines.

This has seen an increase in the
number of audits being completed
across Europe (Poland, UK and
Belgium) and the Americas
(including the USA and Mexico) as
borne out by the Advance Pricing
Agreements (APA) being recorded
by the IRS.

“The solution is to ‘close 

the tax gap’ by clawing 

back revenue previously 

lost to erroneous

computations, under-

reporting and tax evasion.” 

Andy Mills, Commercial Director Tax Systems
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Impact on the
Corporate Tax Function

For the business, these regulatory
reforms equate to more pressure
on the tax function, changes to
systems and ultimately an increase
in workload. Making Tax Digital will
force a change in systems and
processes for many organisations
with full process digitalisation
ending manual processing of VAT
data from April 2020 requiring
automatic extraction of transaction
level details from accounting
systems into the new HMRC
recognised MTD compatible
software.  

Corporation Tax returns are
expected to move to quarterly
reporting from an annual basis from
2020 or 2021. Changes to
Corporation tax are expected to
push up advisor costs but MTD as a
whole will also impact investment in
other areas. For example, financial
systems may be affected and need
to be adjusted to accommodate
these changes in working practices
and to be able to integrate with
digital tax systems. 
There’s now more complexity, with
reporting required across multiple
jurisdictions, and a demand for
greater transparency from

regulators, requiring the
centralisation of a previously
dissipated tax function. As a
consequence, businesses are now
having to restructure and reinvest in
people, process and technology.
According to a recent Tax Systems
Customer Survey, 91 percent of
respondents felt that the increase in
obligations was driving reform of
the tax function.The majority of 88
percent had previously used firms
but cited increased costs associated
with advisor services as the main
catalyst for bringing tax in-house. 

Deciding on how the business will
transform the tax function requires
the business to develop a tax
strategy and this is now mandatory.
Under the Finance Act 2016

(schedule 19) large businesses with
a turnover of over £200 million
and/or a balance sheet total of over
£2 billion are now legally required
to publish their tax strategy online.
Those not meeting this obligation
will incur fines of up to £7,500 for
the first six months, followed a fine
of the same amount for the next
six months and then monthly after
a year of non-compliance. 

The tax strategy has to clearly
explain how tax planning is
structured, the way the business’s
tax risk is managed and by whom,
the systems and controls in place to
manage that risk, and how it will
achieve oversight. 

Demonstrating commitment to this
tax strategy requires the business to
develop a clear understanding of
how it will meet its obligations.The
business needs to take ownership
over the tax process, ensure it is
central to the way the business
functions, and to develop processes
that can ensure compliance.  This
means reassessing the role of tax in
the business, assigning responsibility
and planning for future change in the
form of a target operating model.

“The ramifications of these regulatory

changes are now beginning to be felt.” 
Andy Mills, Commercial Director, Tax Systems

“Customer Survey: 91

percent of respondents felt

that the increase in

obligations was driving 

reform of the tax function.”

Andy Mills, Commercial Director,Tax Systems

https://www.taxsystems.com/sites/default/files/2018-06/customer_survey_2018v41.pdf
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3. Deciding on a tax target operating model

Regulatory change will continue to
drive tax transformation in the
business. There’s a real impetus to
make the tax process more
efficient, accurate and controlled
not just to meet compliance
requirements but to deliver
benefits to the business in the
form of insight.

Tax transformation principally starts
with a review that evaluates how
the business is utilising its resources
to determine where it can leverage
improvements. The five key areas
that should be addressed are:

• Data – how data is collected
from structured and unstructured
sources and managed

• Process – the way in which data
is then processed and controlled
and whether this presents any
opportunities for error or
mismanagement

• Technology – the extent to
which technology is used to
automate processing and its

ability to integrate with other
systems and fulfil compliance
requirements through digital
submission

• Security – how well data is
protected both at rest and 
in transit 

• Skillsets – the range of skills in
the tax team and their ability to
add value by acting on information
to provide additional insight. 

Assessing the people, process and
technology used to carry out tax
will see the process become
streamlined, delivering more
accurate results more efficiently,
thereby freeing up tax professionals
to focus on review and analysis. 

But tax transformation also aims to
meet the future needs of the
business by making it more resilient
to legislative change. Resilience will
ensure that processes are put in
place, for instance, that make data
collection easier and digitalise the
returns process. 

Planning how the business will
achieve this requires the adoption 
of a target operating model which
identifies how resource will be
allocated. 

There are three main target
operating models of in, out or co-
sourcing but there remains a great
deal of confusion in the market as
to how these are defined. This is
principally because no large
business tends to completely forego
the valuable services of advisors. In-
house teams will still seek out firms
to obtain advice, audit accounts or
test processes while the terms
outsourcing and co-sourcing are
often used interchangeably.  

Typically, outsourcing will see
specific functions or processes
signed over to a firm while co-
sourcing will see a more
collaborative arrangement. 

The role of each can be
summarised as follows:

IN-SOURCE OUTSOURCE CO-SOURCE

Tax team built out
internally. Advisor used
for specialist tasks

Tax function undertaken
by external advisors 

Tax team + advisors
work together

Complete control over
data and process

Loss of control over
data and process

Limited control over
data and process

Tech solution – owned
or managed SaaS

Tech solution – access
controlled and provided
by advisor. No integrated
solution to date

Tech solution – owned
or managed SaaS

PEOPLE

PROCESS 

TECH



Self-sufficiency and greater control

Ownership of data 

Automation improves data access

Reduced advisor costs

Full control over compliance process

Helps centralise tax and encourage collaboration across jurisdictions

Cost savings of up to 70 percent of advisor fees

Better integration of tax within the business eg tech solution can integrate with ERP systems to provide business intelligence and greater

business insight for capital expenditure planning

Automation improves accuracy and reliability

Investment can vary ie solution can be licensed to business as a SaaS or on premise solution so business can benefit from light footprint tech

Prepares the business for realtime reporting

Ownership of end-to-end process and technology ensures data handling is secure

Investment in team members and build-out of tap-able resource

Retain and attract tax talent

Raises profile of tax in the business as internal team reports directly to stakeholders and liaises with other teams

Increased workload for internal tax team

Risk borne entirely by the business unless traffic light checks performed by external advisor

Requires upfront investment so business case (who, what, when, why etc) needs to be established to demonstrate ROI in terms of

headcount and technology

Need to invest in recruiting key talent

Possible skew in skillsets could see the business without necessary resource ie does the team have a taxologist?
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Advantages and disadvantages of the three models

In-house
Definition: A self-sufficient tax operation that sees resource (people and technology) held in-house.  Direct tax processes
tend to be performed internally but there’s now pressure to bring other regulations in-house in order to avoid the high
costs associated with overseeing additional regulations such as CbCR leading to the drive to bring tax in-house. Suitable
for a wide range of businesses from SMEs to large corporates and multi-nationals.

PROS

√

Data

Process

Technology

Security

Skillsets

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

CONS

Process

Technology

Skillsets

X

X

X

X

X



Makes the business tax function scalable

Added assurance regards compliance

Burden of processing tax is removed

Can allow the business to use centres of excellence to centralise tax

Access to technology systems provided by advisor

Firm provides secure delivery mechanisms

Access to widest skillset and highest level of tax expertise

Reduces pressure to invest in internal tax team so no headcount challenges

Business can focus on value add work internally

Loss of control over data and tax process while still being burdened with sourcing data

More difficult to obtain facts and figures needed to derive business intelligence to inform forecasts and ascertain statutory and
Corporation Tax liabilities

Requires complete transparency and access to all intellectual property

Advisors can struggle to understand nuances of the business with 45 percent of tax professionals citing a lack of familiarity with the
business

Responsibility for compliance ultimately rests with the business and the in-house tax professional to verify returns 

Lack of oversight can see CFO become removed from tax impact of transactions

Remote centralisation ie use of centres of excellence can see loss of control over compliance process

Relies upon the external party to provide infrastructure and technology to process computations

Significant cost with majority of tax professionals unanimously citing this as the catalyst for taking tax in-house

Tendency to apply cookie cutter approach

Can add to complexity and workload by requiring returns to be validated multiple times later in the process before final review
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Outsourced
Definition: Uses external advisors to meet tax obligations. For instance, the business may use the firm to provide assistance
with the day-to-day management of tax, the interpretation of data and regulatory reporting. This reduces the need for
personnel within the business by maintaining a minimal in-house presence. Suitable for businesses looking to rely upon
advisors such as SMEs and large enterprises.

PROS

√

Process

Technology

Security

Skillsets

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

CONS

Data

Process

Technology

X

X

X

X

Skillsets

X

X

X

X

X

X

X



Reduce spend via usage of inhouse resources for manual tasks such as sourcing and consolidation of data

Makes it easy to transition to a fully in-house solution so could be considered a halfway house during the transformation process

Benefits from technological solution provided either internally, as a managed service, or by firm  

Assistance with configuration of system, implementation and staff training from firm plus post implementation support

Optimise use of external advisors for ‘value’ add and complex areas ie can ensure better value is derived from advisor spend and relationship

Can substantially reduce advisor fees

In-house personnel burdened with sourcing and preparing data 

Coordination between internal and external teams can create complexity

Reliance on advisors can reduce capability of business to handle tax independently

Requires sufficient internal resource to manage the relationship and ensure oversight

Can restrict usefulness of in-house members and harm the company’s ability to attract and retain talent

Co-sourced
Definition: Involves close collaboration between in-house and external tax teams, creating more of a partnership approach,
with clearly prescribed compliance functions allocated to both teams. There are a number of ways in which this
arrangement can manifest itself. For example, the in-house team could gather the data and perform tax planning but rely
on the firm or prepare the tax return. Or the firm may be tasked with performing a compliance function specific to a
particular business unit or the returns for a specific tax or jurisdiction.  
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PROS

√

Process

Technology

Skillsets

√

√

√

CONS

Data

Skillsets

X

X

X

X

X

“Regardless of the business, regulatory change

is undoubtedly making the transformation of

tax an imperative.” 
Andy Mills, Commercial Director, Tax Systems

Data

√

√
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Each of the operating models

outlined in this paper has its

own advantages and

disadvantages. Use of third

party services and the extent

to which investment is made 

in-house will be determined by

the needs of the business and

cost implications. If it is fast-

paced and requires actionable

insight, then building out the

in-house team is strategically

beneficial and cost-effective. 

For other less time-sensitive

businesses, outsourcing can

provide access to the expertise

needed for specific functions,

while co-sourcing remains an

option for those businesses

wishing to build out their 

in-house capability at their 

own pace. 

Regardless of the business,

regulatory change is

undoubtedly making the

transformation of tax an

imperative. Businesses need to

focus on developing a target

operating model for tax which

meets existing and future

needs, supports reporting

requirements such as

digitalisation, and which utilises

resource to maximum effect. 

In the face of continuing

regulatory change, businesses

should expect to continually

adjust and refine their tax

function to meet these evolving

demands. It’s worth

remembering that businesses

are ultimately accountable for

meeting their legal obligations. 

You cannot outsource

responsibility.

Regulatory reform such as the digitalisation of tax and new international reporting
requirements, is making businesses aware of the need to put in place efficient processes
in a cost effective way.  On top of this, it’s now mandatory for UK businesses to outline
their tax strategy and specify how they will meet these requirements. 

This forces the business to detail how it will tackle tax risk, assign responsibility, and put
in place controls and systems to manage tax and provide oversight. This requirement,
together with regulatory change, makes it imperative that businesses now decide upon
a resilient tax target operating model. 

5. Conclusion
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About Tax Systems

Tax Systems is a leading specialist in tax technology and services in the UK and Ireland. Our solutions automate the
end-to-end compliance process, reduce operational risk and increase process intelligence so that expert professionals
are able to focus on delivering more value to their business or clients.

Our objective is to help organisations meet the challenge of a changing regulatory landscape by providing proven and
innovative technology and services delivered by a close-knit team with rare skills and capabilities in both tax and
technology. 

We can support you on your journey to automation regardless of how far you are along the path with a range of
compliant data collection options, from Accounts Integration for statutory accounts to Data Entry with a cloud-based
platform that allows data owners to directly input calculations to compliance engines, to Automated Data Extraction
for the extraction of data directly from hundreds of ERPs and accounting systems, providing complete end-to-end
automation. 

We are working closely with HMRC to devise solutions for emerging regulations and we can help you become fully
MTD compliant for digitalised regulations such as VAT and future MTD targets such as Corporation Tax.

We also collaborate closely with our customers to help them embrace technology to reap the benefits of increased
accuracy, auditability, control and efficiency of reporting, as well as saving time associated with manual compliance
processes. We aim to change the nature of relationships between advisers and corporates by freeing up skilled
resources to focus on adding strategic value to their organisations.

Tax Systems is the creator of Alphatax, the market leading corporation tax compliance software built over the last 25
years with a £60 million investment into research and development. Alphatax is used by over 1,000 customers
including 43% of the UK FTSE 100 and 23 of the top 25 Accountancy firms.

Contact us today on 01784 777 000 or enquiries@taxsystems.com to find out more about how
we can assist you in the automation of your compliance data collection systems and processes.

www.taxsystems.com

https://www.taxsystems.com/
mailto:enquiries@taxsystems.com

